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ABSTRACT 
We briefly describe the generalized Schur algorithm for the super-fast solution of 
positive definite Toeplitz systems of equations and its relationship with Schur’s 
algorithm and the Szegij recursions. We then present some experimental results 
obtained with our FORTRAN implementation of this superfast Toeplitz solver. The 
algorithm displays favorable behavior in that the growth rates of the resulting 
residuals and errors are comparable with those of the Szegii recursions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of efficiently solving a linear system of equations Mx = b 
where M is a Hermitian positive definite Toeplitz matrix is of considerable 
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interest in many areas of mathematics and engineering. While standard Gauss 
or Choleski methods for solving such a system of order n require O(n3) 
arithmetic operations, there are several algorithms for obtaining the solution 
in O(n’) operations [21, 24, 5, 18, 131. We refer to these algorithms as fast 
Toeplitz solvers. More recently, algorithms have been presented for solving a 
Toeplitz system of equations using 0( n log’n) arithmetic operations [ll, 6, 
7, 15, 17, 221. These superfiit Toeplitz solvers are all based on certain 
doubling procedures. While they are more complicated to implement than 
the fast methods, they require substantially less computational work for 
sufficiently large problems. 
Current fast and superfast Toeplitz solvers are numerically unstable, and 
therefore unreliable, when applied to arbitrary Toeplitz systems [B]. How- 
ever, Cybenko [9, lo] has shown that the algorithms of Levinson, Durbin, 
and Trench are numerically stable for the class of positive definite Toeplitz 
matrices in the sense that accurate results can be expected when the problem 
is well conditioned. Stability of some superfast algorithms can also be 
expected for the class of positive definitive matrices [B]. We remark that some 
fast and superfast algorithms are also potentially forward stable for other 
classes of matrices, for example, for totally positive Toeplitz matrices. 
The numerical reliability of fast and superfast Toeplitz solvers is a topic of 
ongoing research. Since they are relatively new on the scene and, moreover, 
implementations of these algorithms are less tractable than those of the fast 
algorithms, numerical results for superfast Toeplitz solvers are currently rare. 
Knowledge of the numerical reliability is important because superfast meth- 
ods allow for the solution of problems which would require a prohibitive 
amount of time for a fast method. We are not aware of any experimental 
results for any superfast Toeplitz solvers except for those presented in [2]. 
Positive definite Toeplitz matrices play an important role in several 
aspects of classical analysis, including the classical theory of Szegij polynomi- 
als, the trigonometric moment problem, and the Caratheodory coefficient 
problem [l, 161. Several Toeplitz solvers are direct manifestations of algo- 
rithms and formulas that were developed in the classical theory (see, e.g., 
[2O, 19, 31). In [3], the superfast Toeplitz solver presented in [17] and [22] is 
described in terms of a generalization of Schur’s classical algorithm. 
In this paper we give a general description of the generalized Schur 
algorithm and its use in the superfast solution of Toeplitz systems. We then 
present some results of our experimental code for the superfast solution of 
real positive definite Toeplitz matrices. Refer to [3] for a development of the 
generalized Schur algorithm and its relation with fast Toeplitz solvers, and 
see [2,4] for descriptions of the implementation of the algorithm for complex 
and real positive definite Toeplitz matrices. 
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2. SOME TOEPLITZ SOLVERS 
The Toeplitz solvers we consider can be divided into two phases: a 
factorization phase and a solution phase. In this section we summarize some 
fast Toeplitz solvers based on the Szegij recursions and Schur’s algorithm. We 
then present the generalization of Schur’s algorithm for the superfast solution 
of a positive definite Toeplitz system of equations. 
2.1. The SzegG Recursions 
The Hermitian positive definite Toeplitz matrix M = M, + I = [p j k] y, k=O 
= M* defines an inner product on the set of polynomials of degree at most n 
by 
(xj, hk) := pj_k. 
The manic polynomials x j, deg x j = j, j = 0,. . . , n, that are orthogonal with 
respect to this inner product are the (mode) Szegii polynomials determined 
by M. These polynomials can be constructed using roughly n2 multiplications 
and additions by the Szegii recurrence relations: 
SZEG~ RECURSIONS. 
X0 := 1, 6, := /_LO, 
for j = 0, 1,. . . , n - 1 
Yj+l’= - (l> hXj)/aj 
Xj+Xx)‘=xXj(h)+Yj+l~j(x) 
6j+l’=6j(1- IYj+112> 
Here i j(X) := XjX(l/X) is the polynomial obtained by conjugating and 
reversing the coefficients of xi. The quantities yj are called Schur parame- 
ters; they serve as intermediate quantities in the SzegG recursions and are 
often of physical and mathematical significance. 
The Szegij recursions constitute the first phase of several Toeplitz solvers. 
In fact, they are equivalent with the Levinson-Durbin algorithm for the 
solution of the Yule-Walker equations of linear prediction. Define R to be the 
unit right triangular matrix whose kth column contains the coefficients of Xk 
(0 < k < n). By definition of the Szegb; polynomials we have 
R*MR = D, M-1 = RD-‘R-* 
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where D := diag [S,]: and 6, := (xk, xk). Thus, the Szegij polynomials de- 
termine the reverse Choleski factorization of M-‘. This is the factorization 
that underlies the solution phase of Levinson’s algorithm for the solution of a 
Toeplitz system of equations. 
In Trench’s algorithm a relationship between the entries of M ~ ’ is used 
to construct M- ’ from its last column, which is given by x, and 6,. This 
relationship follows from the Christoffel-Darbow formula for Szego polyno- 
mials [24, 201. The matrix interpretation of the Christoffel-Darboux-Szegii 
formula is the Gohberg-Semencul formula 
S, M,: 1 = T,TP - TO* TO, 
where 
T, 
[ 1 T1 = 
0 0 ... 0 
PO 0 . . : 
6 
p,-1 ... PO 0 
1 P,-1 ... PO 
0 1 . . ... 
P,-1 
;, ..: 0’ 1 
and x,(X) = EEpjXj (p, = 1). See, e.g., [12]. Thus, the Gohberg-Semencul 
formula provides a decomposition of M- ’ that is determined by the last 
Szegij polynomial x, and its squared norm 6,. The product M-lb can then 
be obtained in 0( n log n) operations by using fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
techniques. This provides an 0( n log n) procedure for the second phase of a 
Toeplitz solver. 
2.2. Schur’s Algorithm 
Another class of Toeplitz solvers is based on the classical algorithm of 
Schur [23]. Let + be a Schur function, which is a holomorphic mapping of 
the open unit disk in the complex plane into its closure. Schur’s algorithm 
generates a continued fraction representation of a given Schur function 
+ = +a by the successive application of linear fractional transformations 
(LFTs). Given a Schur function $I,, ~ i, define y, = $, _ r(0) and 
1 +n-1(X> - Ytl 
0,w=h 1_vG _ 
“” 1 
(x). 
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It is easy to see that &, is also a Schur function. Furthermore, if Iy,l = 1 then 
(p,,(X) = y,; in this case (P is a rational function and the algorithm terminates. 
Otherwise, we repeat the procedure to obtain &,+ 1 from +,,. In this way we 
obtain the Schur continued fraction representation of $J, 
+=T,(&J=tptp .*. d”($“,), 
where 
t,(r) = 
Yn + hr 
1+ y,xr 
The function T,(O) is referred to as the n th approrimunt of $, and 9, is 
called the n th tail of $J. Thus, Schur’s algorithm effects a sequence of 
elementary linear fractional transformations on the initial Schur function 9, 
and the Schur parameters yj are intermediate quantities that determine the 
elementary linear fractional transformations. 
To implement Schur’s algorithm we write each Schur function as the 
quotient of formal power series, 
Cr,( h, 
-= 4+Jh) = P”(A) 
~~=O~“, jhi 
C~~(J3”, jhj 
with &n, 0 as a partial normalization. Organizing Schur’s algorithm so that 
the coefficient pairs cxO, k,&, k are entered and processed sequentially leads to 
the progressive form of Schur algorithm, which is given below: 
SCHUR'S ALGORITHM 
for k = 1,2,3,... while lykl < 1 
enter (~0.k-~~ P O.k-l 
"j-1 k-j I 1 Pj-Ilk-j 
If the polynomials or), fl,$“) of degrees less than n formed by the first n 
terms of (Ye, PO are input, then the progressive Schur algorithm calculates 
Q-k) additidn$‘-k). and yk, k = I,..., n, using roughly n2 multiplications and 
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In contrast with the SzegG recursions, Schur’s algorithm provides a class 
of fast Toeplitz solvers based on the Choleski factorization of M, M = LDL*, 
with L unit lower triangular (see, for example, [19, 22, 31). In particular, we 
have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Zf M= [pj_k]y,k=O = M* is positive definite, then 
“O,j= -Fj+l> Po,j=llj> j=">l>'e'T n - 1, are the first n coefficients of 
formal power series aO, &, such that +O = a”/& is a Schur function. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M, ar), &“) be as in Proposition 2.1. Then: 
(1) The Schur parameters obtained by Schur ‘s algorithm applied to 
cybj), /I,$” are identical with the Schur parameters generated by the Sxegii 
recursions applied to M. 
(2) The lower triangular matrix LD = [ rj, k] y, ,,,e is given by rj, k = Bk, j_ k 
(k G j). 
We remark that the connection between Schur functions and Toeplitz 
matrices is provided by the solution of the Caratheodory coefficient problem 
and the correspondence between Caratheodory functions and Schur func- 
tions. See, for example, [16, 11. Proposition 2.2 follows by comparison of the 
resulting Szegij and Schur recursions. 
Schur’s algorithm can also be formulated in terms of the LFTs T,,. It is 
shown in [2, 31 that 
where .$,, q, are polynomials that satisfy the recurrence relations 
and [,,(A) := An{,(l/h), G,(X) := A”?),,(l/X). We refer to E, and qn, which 
have degree less than n for n > 1, as the nth Schur polynomials associated 
with the Schur function +,,. The Schur polynomials are generalizations of the 
Schur parameters in the sense that they determine compositions of the 
elementary linear fractional transformations that the Schur parameters deter- 
mine. 
The Schur polynomials are also important in that they can be used to 
obtain the Szegii polynomials. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M, a~),&“) be as in Proposition 2.1, and let 
tk, v)7k be the k th Schur polynomials determined by a$,“), &“‘. Then the manic 
Szegii polynomials corresponding with M are determined by 
2.3. The Generalized Schur Algorithm 
Let 
be the LFT generated by k steps of Schur’s algorithm applied to +“, and let 
6n.k~ vn,k be the Schur polynomials corresponding with Tn,k. Note that for 
any k > 0 we have (P,, = T,,, k($n+k); that is, the kth tail of & is the (n + k)th 
tail of C#B. 
The generalized Schur algorithm is based on a doubling procedure for 
generating T,, from T,. It can be described in general terms as follows. 
GENERALIZED SCHUR ALGORITHM. To obtain [an, qs,, from aan), P,j2”): 
0. Obtain .$‘,, q,, from or’, pi”‘, 
1. Obtain cy(,n), /3Ln) from c$“), /3A2”), 6,, qn using &, = T-‘(G,), 
2. Obtain E,,,,s,,. from a’,“), p:“’ as [,, 77, were obtained from (YI;‘, /?J”‘. 
3. Obtain t2,,, 92n from E,, qnl E,,,, c,,, using T,, = T,,, o T,,,. 
The algorithm is started by performing step 0 directly by, for example, 
setting Ei = oO,O/&,O and qr = 1. More generally, we can use Schur’s algo- 
rithm to generate [yi];^ for a small value of n,, and obtain .$,,, q,, from the 
Schur parameters and the recursions (2.1). Now suppose step 0 has been 
completed for some n 2 n,. 
We have 
$,, = ; = T,- ‘( cp,) = a”‘n - “5_, , 
n PO;i” - ao& 
and in [2, 31 it is shown that 
a$j7, -Pot, = Y”+lS”Xn + w”+‘)’ 
p,fj, - ao[n =S,P + op?+‘>. 
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We can therefore take 
These equations allow us to obtain a(,n’,@“’ from (~a”), ph2n), .$,,, 11, in 
step 1. 
Step 2 is the doubling step. We obtain E,,, and TJ,,” from a’,“’ and P,!“’ 
as co,, = 5, and no,n = TJ, were obtained from tug’ and fl,$“‘. 
Step 3, the composition of T, and T,,,, is given by 
E 0,2n = io,d&l+ 50,"%,"> 
Thus, the generalized Schur algorithm consists of various polynomial 
multiplications and additions performed in a recursive manner. The multipli- 
cation of polynomials can be efficiently performed using standard FFI 
techniques. This results in an 0( n log2 n) algorithm for computing [, and 
n,,, where n = 2”. The Toeplitz system of equations M,+lx = b can then be 
solved by forming xn from [,, q, by Proposition 2.3, and using the 
Gohberg-Semencul formula to perform the solution phase of the algorithm in 
0( n log n) arithmetic operations. 
The recursive nature of the algorithm is easily handled in a programming 
language that allows self-referencing subroutines (e.g., PASCAL or APL). In 
such an environment it is easy to obtain a rudimentary implementation of the 
algorithm. However, in order to obtain a FORTRAN implementation of the 
algorithm we must consider the doubling procedure and resulting storage 
requirements more carefully. 
To contrast the generalized Schur algorithm with Schur’s algorithm, the 
coefficients of CQ, pk that are calculated by each algorithm are displayed in 
Figure 1 (for no = 1). While the classical Schur algorithm generates 
aSc”-Q, /3rek), yk, 0 < k -C n, from LYE), /IO (“), the number of coefficients of 
ak,fik calculated by the generalized Schur algorithm is equal to the largest 
power of two that divides k, unless this power of two is less than no. Thus, 
the generalized Schur algorithm computes only pieces of the Choleski factor- 
ization of the Toeplitz matrix. Nevertheless, we can obtain every Schur 
parameter; these parameters are often of physical and mathematical signifi- 
cance. 
































































FIG. 1. The kth row of squares represents the coefficients of ak and & that are 
calculated by Schur’s algorithm and the generalized Schur algorithm (k = 0,. . , n - 1). 
The filled squares represent the quantities that are calculated during one iteration of 
each algorithm. In Schur’s algorithm the coefficients of a,, P, are processed one at a 
time. In the generalized Schur algorithm the coefficients of aa, 8, are processed in 
segments, each segment being twice the size of the previous segment. 
3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
We have a working FORTRAN code for the generalized Schur algorithm for 
real data based on the procedure described in [4]. Our code implements the 
generalized Schur algorithm in real arithmetic, and uses dual split-radix FFT 
algorithms to avoid the explicit use of the bit-reversal permutation. The code 
uses 6n + O(1) real storage locations, and an additional 3n/2 real storage 
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locations for the Toeplitz matrix and the roots of unity (sines and cosines) 
required by the FFTs. The nth manic Szegii polynomial x, and its squared 
norm a,, where n = Z”, are obtained using ~nlog~n+O(nlog,n) real 
multiplications and Fn log: n + 0( n log, n) real additions. We plan to make 
our code available to the scientific community soon. 
In [4] it is shown that x,, 6, can be obtained using less than 8n log: n 
total real arithmetic operations. To our knowledge, this is the smallest 
operation count obtained for a superfast Toeplitz solver. Since the Szegij 
recursions require more than 2n2 operations, the generalized Schur algorithm 
requires less computational work for n = 2” > 256. However, our code does 
not incorporate the considerations discussed in [4,Section 51. The operation 
count for our code is therefore somewhat more than the operation count of 
[4] in the lower-order terms. 
When the Gaussian or Choleski factorization is used to solve the system of 
equations Ax = h, the computed solution f satisfies (A + E)f = b with 
I] El1 < c+( n)ll AlI, where e is the machine precision and +(n) is a slowly 
growing function of n. It follows that the residual T = b - A? = Ex^ and the 
error e = A- ‘ET? satisfy 
llrll < ~~(n)llAll IIPII~ llell G 4n)llAll IIAplII Il~ll. 
Cybenko [9, lo] has shown that +(n) is of order n2 for the Szegii recursions 
(i.e., for the Levinson-Durbin algorithm for the Yule-Walker equations). As 
the Choleski decomposition method also yields +(n) of order n2, we can 
conclude that the accuracy of the Szegij recursions is comparable with that of 
Choleski’s method. Accurate results can therefore be expected from the Szegii 
recursions when the positive definite Toeplitz matrix is well conditioned. 
We now present some numerical experiments to compare the perfor- 
mance of the generalized Schur algorithm with the Szegii recursions. We are 
pleased to report that the results we have obtained are so far favorable. In 
particular, the generalized Schur algorithm displays roughly the same stability 
characteristics (e.g., the rates of growth in computed residuals and errors) as 
the Szegij recursions. The experiments were performed on the VAX 11/750 
at Northern Illinois University. 
We performed our experiments using the leading principal submatrices of 
two classes of real positive definite Toeplitz matrices M,, 1 = [p j_k] 7, k=O = 
Mz+ 1. We refer to these classes as type A and type B. 
A(n, 0) refers to M,+l where pi = Bj’, - 1 < 0 < 1. These matrices have 
a special structure [14]. The Schur parameters are given by yj = ( - 8)j. For 
fixed n these matrices become ill conditioned as 8 tends to + 1. For fixed 0 
the condition numbers tend toward a limiting value as n increases. These are 
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numerically banded matrices, where the bandwidth depends on 0 and the 
smallest positive machine number. 
B(n, 8,, e,, p) refers to the autocorrelation matrix M,, 1 of order n + 1 of 
a vector x = [[j]qn-l given by 
Ei = qj + c COS(jOk)> 
k=l 
where the wk are n/4 equispaced integral multiples of r/8n in [e,, 6$] 
(0&19~<8,<7r), and qj i s randomly generated in [ - p, p]. In other words, 
M n+ 1 = TTT, where T is the Toeplitz matrix formed by the first n + 1 
columns of the circulant matrix whose first column is z. These matrices 
become ill conditioned as p tends to zero, and the ill-conditioning accelerates 
as B, - 8, decreases. 
We first compare the accuracy of the SzegG recursions (Sz) and the 
generalized Schur algorithm (GS) for computing the manic Szego polynomial 
x n and the Schur parameters [ yj] ;. In Tables 1 and 2 we give the square root 
of the sum of the squared errors (the Bnorm of the error) as well as the 
maximum absolute error in the coefficients of x n and [ yj] ; for the indicated 
matrices of type A and type B. The results of the SzegG recursions in 
double-precision arithmetic are used as exact answers for the error calcula- 
tion. Note that the errors for the two algorithms seem to grow at roughly the 
same rate as n increases. In well-conditioned problems, the generalized Schur 
algorithm typically results in a somewhat larger error than the SzegG recur- 
sions, but usually this difference is less than an order of magnitude. On the 
other hand, the generalized Schur algorithm occasionally yielded more accu- 
rate results in the ill-conditioned problems of type B. 
Our second accuracy experiment compares the Szego recursions and the 
generalized Schur algorithm for the solution of a Toeplitz system of equa- 
tions. The Gohberg-Semencul formula is used for the solution phase for both 
algorithms. 
Let llMljl and llMllz denote the norms of the matrix M that are induced 
by the vector l-norm and vector e-norm, respectively. Then 
~~~~~II”~jll~~llMll~~~llMII~~ . . (3.1) 
Let M = M,, and define l? := RD-'I', so that Me' = El?*. It is shown in [2] 
that 
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This gives bounds on the 2-norm of Mp ’ in terms of the last column of E? 
(i.e., in terms of the coefficients of the normalized Szegij polynomial 
X”~l//L). 
After computing a solution x^ of the positive definite Toeplitz system, the 
residual r = b - MS is calculated in double precision, and the system Me = r 
is solved [in O(n log n) operations] to obtain an estimate e^ of the error. 
Finally, the upper and lower bounds for the two ratios 
ll*ll 
+, = IIMII Il4l and 
II4 
” = IIMII IW’II Ilx^ll 
are obtained using (3.1) and (3.2). In order for an algorithm to be stable, 
these ratios should increase slowly with n. In Tables 3 and 4 we display the 
computed lower bounds on IIMp’lln, th e computed relative residuals and 
relative errors, and upper bounds on the ratios 4, and li/,. These results were 
obtained using b = [j + l] y=,. S imilar results were obtained when the com- 
ponents of b were set equal to one and when they were randomly generated. 
The Szegij recursions were stopped at n = 213. 
Note that the sizes of the residual sand errors for each algorithm are 
roughly the same, as are the rates of growth in these quantities. The upper 
bounds on 4, and 4, are slowly growing for both algorithms. The errors and 
residuals for the generalized Schur algorithm were typically larger than those 
of the Szegij recursions in the well-conditioned problems, while the general- 
ized Schur algorithm sometimes performed slightly better in the relatively 
ill-conditioned problems. These differences were rarely more than an order of 
magnitude. 
Thus, in the examples we investigated the accuracy of the generalized 
Schur algorithm closely followed that of the Szegii recursions. Of course, 
while we did not encounter any problems where the accuracy of the two 
algorithms was greatly different, more experimentation is needed to obtain a 
better confidence in the results of the generalized Schur algorithm. 
Table 5 shows average CPU times required by the generalized Schur 
algorithm and SzegG recursions for the calculation of the nth Szegii polyno- 
mial and the n Schur parameters. Note that the Szegii recursions would have 
used about 36 CPU hours for n = 2l”, compared with about 38 minutes for 
the generalized Schur algorithm. The dramatic relative efficiency of the 
generalized Schur algorithm for large problems and the potential reliability of 
the algorithm as indicated in the above examples lead us to believe the 
algorithm will become a popular method for solving huge positive definite 
Toeplitz systems of equations. 
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